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About this exemplars pack
March 2018
The exemplars contained in this pack are indicative of the types of answers students may
produce in response to the exam questions. They are not model answers nor should they
be seen as answers to emulate in order to guarantee a certain level of achievement.
Some of the answers were written in the allocated exam time per question, others were
not, and therefore these answers’ length in the live exams may vary. They have also been
produced by students at the start of their course, and so do not represent students’ full
ability or range of knowledge as they would have at the end of a two-year Politics
qualification.
Some answers have been typed up due to the original illegibility of the student writing.
The examiners have not given marks, as they only had a small sample to work from and
will be better placed to award marks during the live assessment series, when the full
standardisation and marking procedures have been followed.
For each answer, there is a level (with the wording from the mark scheme) and examiner
written commentary on its performance. This commentary highlights the answer’s
strengths and areas for improvement, using terminology found in the levels-based mark
scheme.
Please note that for AS question 3, the rubric accompanying the question is the new one
which will feature in the live exams from 2018 onward.
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Paper 8PL0/01
Section A
Question 1 (Sample Assessment Material)

Exemplar response A
1(a)
One of the main features of a representative democracy are representatives, a
representative democracy must have representatives as they are the key thing that
separates a direct democracy from a representative one. This is the one thing that truly
separated Direct and Representative democracy. I would say that it is the most
important feature.
Direct democracy is in referendums and these are when everybody can have a say on
important issues. These can be very accurate representations of how and what people
think. The most important referendum in the UK has been over EU membership. This
caused the Prime Minister David Cameron to lose his seat in government.
As a Representative democracy another very important feature is regular elections, all
democracies must have elections for the members of the government as without them
they are not democracies, in a representative democracy the citizens will usually vote
for representative candidates who shall then become part of a governmental council
such as parliament. In other countries there are no elections or they may be unfair and
thus they will not be legitmate. Dicatators are not democratic and thus they have no
right to rule.
Although not always needed most representative democracies will have divided the
country into separate regions and then these regions will be representedy an elected
representative. This is usually done as it is believed that the regions all have distinct
indentities and that the people in the regions will usually have similar problems.
Representative in a Rep. Democracy traditionally represent these areas and due to this
most representative democracies such as the UK or USA have these divided states.
However this isn´t always the case as some states in the USA especially in the New
England region have more direct democracies and some representative democracies
don´t need states and are instead the representatives represent social groups such as
workers instead of regions however most use the regional based approach.
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 1 response because it shows only limited knowledge and understanding,
with superficial links being made and is unable to support clear concepts and ideas.

Exemplar response B
1(a)
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 2 response which covers a range of features of representative democracy,
and the examples underpin that knowledge. Marks are awarded for AO1 only.

Exemplar response C
1(a)
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a comprehensive answer which shows expansive AO1 knowledge and
understanding, and has a continual focus on the question. The response links the concept
of representative democracy with tangible examples. It is a Level 3 response.

Exemplar response D
1(b)
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Examiner´s commentary:
This shows some accurate and informed knowledge (AO1), however at various points in
the response it strays into analysis (AO2) for which no marks can be awarded. It is a Level
2 response.

Exemplar response E
1(b)
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 3 response demonstrating a broad range of accurate knowledge and
understanding. In particular it makes excellent links relating to the functions of political
parties in contemporary Britain.

Exemplar response F
1(b)
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 3 response which demonstrates comprehensive and accurate knowledge
and understanding, it makes fully effective links and places these in context. Likewise,
ideas and arguments are comprehensive and informed. It makes analytical points (AO2)
in places which cannot be credited but the AO1 base is expansive.

Section B
Question 2 (Sample Assessment Material)
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Exemplar response G
Problems with first past the post is it is out of date and not fit for purpose. Recently in the
2017 General Election which consists of FPTP not one party received a majority leading to
a hung parliament. This means that it may be a repeat of the 2010 coalition with labour
and conservative. This is a problem for the UK because it means votes are basically split
between Corbyn and May and so half of the country won´t be happy. Instead PR should
be introduced and the UK should join the multiparty era as that way a large majority will
be happy with the results.
Another problem with FPTP is votes are wasted. Considering it is not about how many votes
you get but how many seats you get, the proportion of votes compared to seats percentage
is always very high. People know that votes sometimes won´t [be] counted and so then
turn to tactical voting where out of the two top parties choose the one they like the most
or dislike the least even if it is not what they want. This is a problem as the results are not
truly representative of what the public want.

Examiner´s commentary:
This answer makes AO1 and AO2 points but they do not relate well together. They are
simplistic points which are not well organised or developed. It is a Level 1 response.

Exemplar response H
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 2 response.
It is good to introduce an example to support a point from the source. However, the key
factor which restricts its level is that it tends to reproduce too much of the source without
offering any significant development and analysis (AO2).

Exemplar response I
One issue with FPTP is that it marginalises smaller parties, making it unrepresentative. The
2015 election demonstrated that although the UK public supports a multiparty system, we
still have an electoral system that underrepresents smaller parties. From the UK Lib Dems
receiving 1% of the seats but 8% of the votes, to UKIP who only received one seat but
under PR could have gathered 83, FPTP clearly unfairly discriminates against smaller
parties, making it unrepresentative of the nation´s political views.
Another issue with FPTP is that it consequently overcompensates for the larger parties as
it exaggerates political differences. Whilst the smaller parties are underrepresented, the
bigger parties are often overrepresented meaning that they can form a government
without even having over 50% of the votes. In conservatives in 2015 demonstrated this
by gaining a majority on only 37% of the votes, meaning that they were unjustly given
too much power, which decreases their legitimacy as FPTP produces unrepresentative
government.
This consequently means that a large number of votes are marginalised, as the simple
plurality system 2017election one candidate won their seat by 2 votes, means that these
people living in safe seats do not have so much power over the outcome as these in
marginal seats. This causes a mass inequality in the equality of votes, which quite obviously
is bad for democracy as it can lead to voters’ anger at their votes not making any
difference.
Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 3 response. It effectively produces analytical (AO2) points which develop
the AO1 knowledge from the source. It shows coherent, logical chains of reasoning
throughout.
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Question 3 (Sample Assessment Material)
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In your response you must compare and contrast similarities and differences and
consider competing points in the source by analysing and evaluating them. Only analysis
and evaluation based on the knowledge from the source will gain credit.

Exemplar response J
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Examiner´s commentary:
There is limited analysis and evaluation of the political information in the sources. The
evaluation is superficial and is not underpinned by reasoned argument. It is a Level 1
response.

Exemplar response K
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 2 response. It displays a focused comparative analysis and constructs a
relevant evaluation, but it lacks the depth and scope required for Level 3.

Exemplar response L
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 3 response which shows consistent and sustained analysis and evaluation.
The judgments which are reached show clear linkages to the sources.
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Paper 8PL0/02
Section A
Question 1(a) (Sample Assessment Material)

Exemplar response M
One main source of the British constitution is EU Law. EU Law such as the EU convention
on human rights has been incorporated into our constitution. This has become an important
source as due to Brexit the influence that it has on the UK constitution.
Another source of the UK´s constitution is conventions. These are practices and ways of
interpreting the law which over time have been incorporated into our constitution. These
are a source as they have influenced the British constitution that we have today.
Finally another source of the UK´s constitution is common law. These are laws which have
been passed by parliament and therefore have been entrenched in the British constitution.
This is an important source of the constitution as it is easily changed or added to, due to
the British constitution being uncodified.

Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 1 response which identifies three sources but shows no accurate
understanding of these.

Exemplar response N
One of the main sources of the British constitution are conventions. These are traditions
that have effectively been entrenched – such as the human rights act that was translated
into British law in 2000. Another convention is the Salisbury convention, meaning that
Lords can´t delay acts in the government´s manifesto. Therefore one of the main sources
of the British unwritten constitution are conventions which act as the fundamental
principles of the constitution, and can effect other aspects of law making and interpreting.
Another main source of the British constitution is common law. Examples of this, are when
court decisions related to the constitution are made, and result in judicial precendence,
and therefore can be used when interpreting the constitution in similar cases.
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A final main source of the British constitution is statute law. Examples of this include the
fixed term parliament act, or any other law passed by Parliament.
Statute is a law passed by a single act of Parliament that relates to
and effectively changes the constitution.
Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 2 response which identifies three sources. Some accurate knowledge and
understanding is shown, particularly for statute law.

Exemplar response O
The British Constitution has five sources: statute law, common law, conventions, works of
authority and European law. The main sources of the constitution can be identified as
statute law, conventions and European law. Statute law is the most important source
because it is passed by parliament and has evolved over time through important acts like
the Bill of Rights. Conventions are significant because they effect the operation of the
political system through aspects such as collective ministerial responsibility. Finally,
European law passed by the European Union is a main source because it takes precedence
over UK law as a result of the European Communities Act, 1972.
Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 3 response. It is comprehensive, briefly covering a range of sources, with a
clear focus on the question. This is an example of an answer demonstrating width rather
than depth.

Section B
Question 2 (Sample Assessment Material)
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Exemplar response P
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 2 response which relies too heavily on replicating points from the source. It
has limited analysis (AO2) of these points.
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Exemplar response Q

Source 1 states that candidates to the House of Lords are recommended for selection by
the Lords Appointment Commission based on a number or criteria. Specifically, candidates
are appointed based on merit, expertise and achievement in public life rather than for party
or political considerations. This is beneficial because such members retain professional
interests which can bring expertise and wider perspectives to the work of the legislature;
for example fertility expert Prof. Robert Winston. While some members of the Lords take
the party whip, crossbenchers remain independent of political parties. The mix of
independent and party political members in the House of Lords allows for a more varied
approach to parliamentary scrutiny than in the House of Commons. Added to this, the fact
that members of the Lords are appointed rather than elected means that there is a wider
pool of expertise and member´s contributions are less likely to be based on ideology and
party affiliation like is the case in the entirely political house of Commons. The appointment
system also ensures that members of the Lords have a high level of personal and
professional standing and integrity.
Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 3 response. This is a comprehensive and precise response which has
sustained analysis of the political information in the source.

Question 3 (Sample Assessment Material)
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In your response you must compare and contrast similarities and differences and
consider competing points in the source by analysing and evaluating them. Only analysis
and evaluation based on the knowledge from the source will gain credit.
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Exemplar response R
The two sources present conflicting interpretations of Britain´s membership of the
European Union (EU). Source 2 is pro-European and argues that membership of the EU is
about extending sovereignty; Source 3 is anti-European or “Eurosceptic” and argues that
EU drains power away from member states. The basis of these assertions rests with how
sovereignty is viewed. Pro-Europeans support the argument that the EU pools sovereignty
to allow member states to have a stronger voice in certain policy areas, like the
environment. As source 2 outlines, sovereignty is not lost but pooled in some areas and
maintained altogether in the most sensitive policy areas like defence where the UK
maintains a veto through the requirement of unanimity. Sovereignty is therefore not
binary, as the source suggests, but a more fluid concept which can take different forms.
This is very much a legal interpretation which reflects that each country has influence in
the governance of the EU. Source 3 is very much a political interpretation and conflicts
entirely with source 2. The EU does not respect state sovereignty but usurps it with the
aim of gaining even more power overtime. This is to achieve the “supreme ambition”
discussed in the source which is the formation of a “superstate” with its own vast lawmaking powers, parliament, currency and courts. The UK is not, therefore, increasing its
influence, as suggested by source 2, but losing it to the growing power and influence of
the EU. Both sources present differing viewpoints but are no more than assertions putting
forward alternative visions of the EU and its role in policy making. There is, however,
agreement in the sources about the importance of certain policies, for example, defence,
but again there is no agreement on the extent to which the UK has lost control over such
areas to the EU.
Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 2 response which has a focused comparative analysis of the sources. The
candidate discusses the similarities and differences between the sources but is weaker on
evaluation (AO3).

Section C
Question 4(a) (Sample Assessment Material)
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Exemplar response S
There is a debate as to how far the supreme court is neutral and
independent of the UK government, overall it seems most
convincing that the court is independent hence not neutral.
The supreme court is independent of the UK government because of its independent form
of appointment. The JAC is used to appoint members of the supreme court, compared to
in the US where tactical appointments can be made as the president nominates candidates
first, and they then go through a process of hearings, and in secret – as could be argued
has been done with Trump nominating Crosage (sp). Therefore the supreme court is
independent because judges are appointed independently from the government meaning
appointments can´t be made purely to ensure judges´decisions favour the government of
the time.
The supreme court is also neutral due to the fact that judges must be politically neutral.
This has been shown in criticisms from both main parties that the court is bias, as well as
the fact that more cases recently have ruled against the government and in favour of
individual and minority rights. They have also proven their neutrality from government in
several cases of judicial review, as in the narweed person (sp )scheme where the court ruled
against the government scheme. Therefore the supreme court is neutral from government
because of the emphasis on political neutrality of the court, meaning they cannot be
influenced by their own political bias. They have proven recently that they are in fact free
from political bias in their judgements.
However, the supreme court is not independent from government because it can be subject
to large amounts of political pressure. For example after they found Article 50 so needed
Parliament to trigger, they received claims from the Daily Mail that they were “enemies of
the people” and Lizz Truss’s failure to defend them could be interpreted as an act of
agreeance. Therefore the supreme court is not independent from government because it
can be hugely politically pressured with criticisms that undermine its authority, leading
then to possibly being affected/ influenced in future decision making in order to avoid these
criticisms.
Lastly the supreme court is not neutral due to its largely unrepresentative makeup. For
example only 1/12 members are women, and 1/12 non-Oxbridge educated, it contains no
ethnic minorities, and even its head judge Nurnberger (sp) of “subconscious bias against
the poor”. Therefore the supreme court is not neutral because its membership is largely
unrepresentative of society, and so their decisions are bound to be coloured by their own
subconscious bias – that will be similar for all members, as they all come from similar
backgrounds and social experiences.
To conclude, overall it seems most convincing that although the supreme court is
independent from government due to independent appointments of judges, it is yet to be
completely neutral, due to its lack of diversity in membership resulting in subconscious
bias.
Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 2 response, which shows some accurate knowledge and understanding and
some emerging analysis. It lacks focus on the specific question, with regard to the
government. And it only refers to one case (Brexit). The concluding judgements are generic
without much justification. There is very little synopticity which limits the level available.
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Exemplar response T
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Examiner´s commentary:
This is a Level 3 response which shows mostly accurate knowledge and understanding of
both independence and neutrality. It lacks a focused analysis on government as such and
lacks synopticity.
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